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Champion

CH Garland Hardknott Cupid's Dart (B)
CH C. K. Terra Jp's Rockbridge Figaro x CH Garland Hardknott Hedera
Owner: Breeder: Kristi L Burrus & Nancy Bougher & Stephen J Lehrer & James R Burrus II

CH Kairk's Grand Slam (D)
GCHG CH Penaire's Chip Leader At Longvue x CH Evermay's Moonstruck At Kairk
Owner: Devon Allen & Ron Jones
Breeder: Devon Allen & Samantha Curran

Companion Dog

Coldstream Wild Wings Of Aire CD BN RAE OAP NJP (B)
CH Coldstreamtraymarmedicineman x Coldstream Traymar Double Trouble
Owner: Luann Mack-Drinkard
Breeder: Breeder: Corally M Burmaster & Margo Dupre

Obedience Master 3

Redcoat's Cool Blooming Jasmine UDX OM3 BN GN VER RN (B)
Eden's Thanks For The Memories x CH Redcoat Save A Waltz For Me
Owner: Anita Smits & Scott Lichty
Breeder: Les Lueck

Preferred Companion Dog Excellent

CH Glenroyal Hearts Afire At Blackstone PCDX BN RE MX MXJ RATS TKA (B)
GCH CH Stirling Wild Side Eclipse x Stirling Sheez Got Charisma
Owner: Ms. Susan M LeVasseur
Breeder: Johanna Pemble & Susan S Rodgers

Rally Novice

Klondike Mark Of An Angel RN TKN (B)
GCH CH Joval On Angel's Wings x CH Klondike's Sweet And Spicy
Owner: Christina Evick
Breeder: Deborah Gutman

Kynas Glitzy Glam China Girl BN RN CGC (B)
CH Kyna's What's Up Doc x Kyna's Voulez Vouz
Owner: Joyce Contofalsky & Craig Contofalsky
Breeder: Dianna Fielder

CH Rock'N A's Veritable Delite CD BN RN CGCA (B)
CH Rangel's Celtic Warrior x Rock'N A's Nez Perce Qogox CD BN RN CGC
Owner: James L Cook & Nancy L Arnold
Breeder: Nancy L Arnold
CH Terrorific Let's Get It Started At Pindale BN RN RATO CGCA CGCU TKN (B)
GCH CH Terrorific Lickety Split RN RATM x CH Rock'N A's Seductress At Terrorific BN RA RATN Owner: Angelique Shear & Deirdre Dawson Breeder: Ms. Virginia Latham Smith & Deirdre Dawson & Angelique Shear

**Tracking Dog**

Coverdale Garland Twice Upon A Thyme TD (B)
CH Castiron Smooth Criminal At Shawndee x CH Garland Hardknott Hedera Owner: Nancy Bougher & Kristi Burrus Breeder: Kristi L Burrus & Nancy Bougher & Stephen J Lehrer & James R Burrus II

**Novice Agility**

Trevorwood Peregrine Rivalsbane NA CGC TKN (D)
GCH CH Wildwood Octavius Caesar x Trevorwood Verbena OA OAJ MXP AJP TKN Owner: Breeder: Carol A Coalson & Suzanne Etherington

**Master Bronze Agility 2**

MACH2 Connemara's Talkin To You MXB2 MJG MXF T2B3 (D)
Seneca Whodunit's Case Closed VCD1 CDX OAJ NF x MACH5 Connemara's Cleanin' Up With Reckless Abandon BN RE MH MXG2 MJS3 FTC1 MFC TQX T2B3 Owner: William Fridrych Breeder: Deanna L Corboy-Lulik

**Master Bronze Agility 4**

MACH4 Connemara's Parteigh Like A Rock Star BN RE SH MXB4 MJG3 MXP MJP MFC TQX T2B3 (B)
CH Keystone's Diamond Rio x CH MACH8 Connemara's Tuff Act To Follow UD VER RAE MH MXS4 MJC4 NJP FTC1 MFC TQX T2B Owner: Breeder: Deanna L Corboy-Lulik

**Master Gold Agility 4**

MACH12 Connemara's Nothin But Aire MXG4 MJG4 T2B (D)
CH Keystone's Diamond Rio x CH MACH8 Connemara's Tuff Act To Follow UD VER RAE MH MXS4 MJC4 NJP FTC1 MFC TQX T2B Owner: Mr. William Robert Fridrych Breeder: Deanna L Corboy-Lulik

**Master Agility Excellent Preferred**

Trevorwood Verbena OA OAJ MXP AJP TKN (B)
CH Traymar Terrydale Hk Affair Of The Heart x Trevorwood: Carol A Coalson & Suzanne Etherington Breeder: Carol A Coalson

**Master Bronze Jumper**

CH Glenroyal Hearts Afire At Blackstone PCDX BN RE MX MXJ MJB RATS TKA(B)
GCH CH Stirling Wild Side Eclipse x Stirling Sheez Got Charisma Owner: Ms. Susan M LeVasseur Breeder: Johanna Pemble & Susan S Rodgers
**Master Bronze Jumper 2**

MACH3 Connemara's Sense Of Adventure SH MXC PAD MJB2 MFG TQX T2B3 (B)  
Seneca Whodunit's Case Closed VCD1 CDX OAJ NF x MACH5 Connemara's  
Cleanin' Up With Reckless Abandon BN RE MH MXG2 MJS3 FTC1 MFC TQX T2B3  
Owner:Breeder: Deanna L Corboy-Lulik

**Master Agility Champion 4**

MACH4 Connemara's Sense Of Adventure SH MXC PAD MJB2 MFG TQX T2B3 (B)  
Seneca Whodunit's Case Closed VCD1 CDX OAJ NF x MACH5 Connemara's  
Cleanin' Up With Reckless Abandon BN RE MH MXG2 MJS3 FTC1 MFC TQX T2B3  
Owner:Breeder: Deanna L Corboy-Lulik

**Scent Work Container Advanced**

Airecraft Poetic Fury BN RN NAJ SCA SIN SBN SHDN (D)  
CH Droffats Midnight Contender x GCH CH Airecraft Keep Her Flying RN  
Owner: Janice Lipscomb Breeder: Kimberly A Burrier & Dale Burrier

**Canine Good Citizen**

CH Alanor's Aged To Royal Perfection CGC (B)  
CH Royalcrest Intl Pride x GCH CH Cassiopeia's Royal Trutina  
Owner: Breeder: ALANA J DUTTLINGER

Scoshire Aires Island Girl CGC (B)  
CH Copperfields Lion Heart x CH Scoshire Aires Lady Be Good  
Owner: Mary E Danke Breeder: Dwayne H Early & David R Borders

Stone Ridge Dexter Reddington Dahlberg CGC (D)  
Stone Ridge Orion's Silver Arrow CGC x Stone Ridge Deja Brew CGC  
Owner: Hannah Tenaye Dahlberg Breeder: Michelle Luebke & Janet Framke

**Advanced Canine Good Citizen**

Aire Run Ariel's Bentley Turbo Max BN CGCA (D)  
CH Bajanaire Full Throttle x Begeot's Aidan's Aire Apparent Ariel  
Owner: Tim and Kim Dillon Breeder: Mr. Nelson Charles Begeot Jr. & Mrs. Virginia Marie Begeot

Nevinaire's Razzle Dazzle BN RA OAP THDN CGCA (B)  
CH Joval-Arily Grand Illusion x Nevinaire's Repeat Offender  
Owner: Judith Schulte & Pam Dolce-Nevin Breeder: Pam Nevin

**Canine Good Citizen Urban**

Obi-Wan Kenobi IV CGCU (D)  
CH Reydaletterdale Real Steel x Reydaletterdale Definitely Maybe  
Owner: Ms. Linda Bell & Ms. Linda Threlkeld Breeder: Gerardo Reyes
**Trick Dog Novice**

Aire Run Ariel's Bentley Turbo Max BN CGCA TKN (D)
CH Bajanaire Full Throttle x Begeot's Aidan's Aire Apparent Ariel
Owner: Tim and Kim Dillon Breeder: Mr. Nelson Charles Begeot Jr. & Mrs. Virginia Marie Begeot

Airecraft's New Chapter CD BN RN CA BCAT CGCA TKN (B)
CH Dreffats Midnight Contender x GCH CH Airecraft Keep Her Flying RN
Owner: Lin Hartnett Breeder: Kimberly A Burrier & Dale Burrier

Klondike Mark Of An Angel TKN (B)
GCH CH Jovial On Angel's Wings x CH Klondike's Sweet And Spicy
Owner: Christina Evick Breeder: Deborah Gutman

Traymar's Signed Sealed Delivered-I'm Yours CGCA TKN (B)
CH Traymar Hoorah's Brush Back Gibson x CH Traymar's The Devil Eats Prada
Owner: Cathie Spall & Jack Spall Breeder: Debbie Adkinson & Margo Dupre

**Trick Dog Intermediate**

Aire Run Ariel's Bentley Turbo Max BN CGCA TKI (D)
CH Bajanaire Full Throttle x Begeot's Aidan's Aire Apparent Ariel
Owner: Tim and Kim Dillon Breeder: Mr. Nelson Charles Begeot Jr. & Mrs. Virginia Marie Begeot

**Trick Dog Advanced**

CH Debonaire Frankly I'M Bizzi TKA (B)
CH Bristol Aires Dickens The Diplomat x CH Debonaire Frankly My Dear
Owner: Breeder: Debbie Klemp

**Master Hunter Fur**

Airecraft Kira Stella Sites SH MHF (B)
CH Traymar Westchester Pearljam x Coldstream Airecraft Saratoga CD RA
Owner: Michael Sites & Elise Sites Breeder: Dale Burrier & Corally M Burmaster & Kimberly A Burrier

**Senior Barn Hunt**

GCH CH Wildside Heart And Soul RN RATS CGC TKN(D)
CH Stirling Skeandhu x CH Wildside Fire Of Centralia Owner: Cynthia Smith
Breeder: Jeannie Dilworth & Thomas Dilworth